Regulation of ectodermal and excretory function by the C. elegans POU homeobox gene ceh-6
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SUMMARY

Caenorhabditis elegans has three POU homeobox genes, unc-86, ceh-6 and ceh-18. ceh-6 is the ortholog of vertebrate Brn1, Brn2, SCIP/Oct6 and Brn4 and fly Cf1a/drifter/ventral veinless. Comparison of C. elegans and C. briggsae CEH-6 shows that it is highly conserved. C. elegans has only three POU homeobox genes, while Drosophila has five that fall into four families. Immunofluorescent detection of the CEH-6 protein reveals that it is expressed in particular head and ventral cord neurons, as well as in rectal epithelial cells, and in the excretory cell, which is required for osmoregulation. A deletion of the ceh-6 locus causes 80% embryonic lethality. During morphogenesis, embryos extrude cells in the rectal region of the tail or rupture, indicative of a defect in the rectal epithelial cells that express ceh-6. Those embryos that hatch are sick and develop vacuoles, a phenotype similar to that caused by laser ablation of the excretory cell. A GFP reporter construct expressed in the excretory cell reveals inappropriate canal structures in the ceh-6 null mutant. Members of the POU-III family are expressed in tissues involved in osmoregulation and secretion in a number of species. We propose that one evolutionary conserved function of the POU-III transcription factor class could be the regulation of genes that mediate secretion/osmoregulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Homeobox genes are a group of transcription factors that play important roles in development (for a review see Bürglin, 1995; Gehring et al., 1994). One particular class, the POU class of homeobox genes, was first defined by the transcription factors Pit1, Oct1, Oct2, and the Caenorhabditis elegans developmental control gene unc-86 (Herr et al., 1988). Since the initial identification of the POU homeobox gene class, more than 70 POU homeobox genes have been identified from a wide range of metazoans (Spaniol et al., 1996). They are expressed in patterns that vary from exquisitely cell type specific (for example, unc-86; Finney and Ruvkun, 1990; Finney et al., 1988) to ubiquitous (for example, Oct1; Sturm et al., 1988) and have been shown to regulate transcription of genes involved in a variety of processes (for a review see Ryan and Rosenfeld, 1997). Only three C. elegans POU homeobox genes can be identified in the virtually complete C. elegans genomic sequence (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998): (1) unc-86 was identified genetically and shown to be necessary for the specification of particular neuroblasts and neurons (Finney et al., 1988; Finney and Ruvkun, 1990); (2) ceh-18, was identified by molecular probing and shown by reverse genetic analysis to play a distinct role in development, specifying ectodermal and gonadal cell fates (Greenstein et al., 1994; Rose et al., 1997); and (3) ceh-6, which was detected in degenerate oligonucleotide screens for C. elegans homeobox genes (Bürglin et al., 1989), but has not been functionally characterized. In this paper we examine the developmental role of ceh-6.

Of the three C. elegans POU homeobox genes, ceh-6 can be assigned to the POU-III family, unc-86 to the POU-I family (Bürglin et al., 1989; He et al., 1989) and ceh-18 to the POU-II family (see below). We show that ceh-6 is the bona fide ortholog of the Drosophila gene Cf1a (Johnson and Hirsh, 1990) and of the four vertebrate genes Brn1, Brn2, SCIP (also known as Pou3f1, Tst1 or Oct6) and Brn4 (Hara et al., 1992; He et al., 1989; Mathis et al., 1992; Monuki et al., 1989). The fly gene Cf1a, shown to correspond to the genetic locus drifter (dfr), also known as ventral veinless (vvl), regulates a range of developmental processes, including tracheal formation (Anderson et al., 1995; de Celis et al., 1995). The vertebrate genes are expressed in many different areas of the nervous system, in particular in the brain and spinal cord (He
et al., 1989). Mouse knockouts of Brn2 have shown that this gene is required for endocrine hypothalamus and posterior pituitary development (Nakai et al., 1995; Schonemann et al., 1995). In this paper we demonstrate that ceh-6 is also expressed in and required for the function of several different types of neurons and epithelial cell types, as well as the excretory cell. This orthology suggests an ancient and perhaps common ceh-6 function in the specification of these seemingly disparate cell types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular techniques
Standard molecular techniques were used for cloning and sequencing (Ausubel et al., 1987; Sambrook et al., 1989). The cloning and sequencing of genomic ceh-6 has been described previously (Bürglin et al., 1989). A cDNA for ceh-6 was generated using PCR with the primers PCR6-1 (CCCGATCTTCATAGCACCAGCTT, containing a BamHI site) and PCR6-2 (TTTGAAGCTTCTAT-TGGTGTCGCGTCT, containing a HindIII site) from first strand cDNA. Several clones from an embryonic λgt11 library were isolated with this cDNA probe. The sequence of the longest combined cDNA has been submitted to Genbank under Accession Number AF286377.

For antibody production, the sequenced PCR cDNA insert was subcloned into the expression vectors pTRB0 (Bürglin and DeRobertis, 1987) and pGEX1 (Smith and Johnson, 1988). Insoluble full-length fusion protein was SDS PAGE gel purified and used to boost rabbits using RIBI as adjuvant. Polyclonal serum was eluted from affinity purified with pGEX1-CEH-6 fusion protein transferred to nitrocellulose. The nitrocellulose strip was incubated with 1:10 diluted polyclonal serum, and washed. Antibodies were eluted with 0.1 M glycine pH 2.0 and immediately neutralized with 1M Tris pH 7.5 (Bürglin et al., 1987). Fixation and whole-mount immunolocalization of worms was performed as previously described (Finney and Ruvkun, 1990).

For reporter constructs, a 11.5 kb genomic Ncol fragment of cosmId WWG8 was cloned into pPD22.11Δα (a modified version of pPD22.11 (Fire et al., 1990), having no synthetic intron), giving pLZ6-1. A further variant, pGFP6-1 was constructed by replacing the (Fire et al., 1990), having no synthetic intron), giving pLZ6-1. A

Sequence analysis
C. elegans and C. briggsae database searches were performed at the Sanger center in Cambridge and the Genome Sequencing Center in St. Louis (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_elegans/; http://genome.wustl.edu/gsc/) using their Web implementation of BLAST (Gish and Warren, unpublished; Altschul et al., 1990). Genomic organization of the gene structures was analyzed using GENEFINDER within the ACeDB database on a local workstation (Durbin and Thierry Mieg, 1991-). Searches of GenBank were performed using Netblast at NCBI or the Web BLAST servers at NCBI (Altschul et al., 1990). Programs of the GCG package were used such as Fetch and Gap in GCG (Devereux et al., 1984). Phylogenetic analysis was performed with CLUSTAL_X 1.6 (Thompson et al., 1997), trees were visualized NJPLOT by M. Gouy (http://bioinfo2.univ-lyon1.fr/software/njpplot.html).

Generation of a ceh-6 gene disruption
A Tc1 insertion in ceh-6 was obtained from the library of Dr Plasterk (Zwaal et al., 1993). The strain containing the Tc1 insertion in ceh-6 was very unhealthy. Thus, we crossed ceh-6::Tc1 with dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072)/++ males. dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072) should not only balance ceh-6::Tc1, but also the mut-2 mutator locus that can be balanced with unc-13 (M. Finney, PhD thesis, MIT, Cambridge, MA, 1997; J. Collins, personal communication). Animals carrying the Tc1 were detected by PCR. ceh-6::Tc1/dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072) F1 males were independently crossed to dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072) hermaphrodites; heterozygous ceh-6::Tc1/dpy-5 unc-29 F2 males were again backcrossed to dpy-5 unc-29 hermaphrodites. Seven independent lines were thus propagated and hermaphrodites of each line were singled to obtain ceh-6::Tc1 animals, but only two lines yielded healthy hermaphrodites carrying ceh-6::Tc1. With the healthy strain, 100 small plates were inoculated using two animals each. After the plates starved, 500 μl of water was added and an aliquot of worms (100 μl containing about 1/5 to 1/3 of the total number of worms) was pipetted off from each plate into 0.5 ml tubes. Samples were then analyzed using an adapted single worm PCR protocol similar to that presented in Greenstein et al. (Greenstein et al., 1994). One deletion was recovered, and PCR analysis of single sibling offspring indicated that ceh-6 might be lethal, as no homozygous animals could be obtained.

Backcrossing of ceh-6 (mg60)

ceh-6 (mg60)+ was crossed with dpy-5 unc-29(+/+) males. ceh-6/dpy-5 unc-29 animals were identified by PCR and offspring analysis. Dpy non-Recombinant animals were then collected from this line and assayed by PCR for ceh-6 (mg60). dpy-5 ceh-6/dpy-5 unc-29 hermaphrodites were crossed with lin-28(n719)+/+ males (lin-28 hermaphrodites had been passed through dauer to allow crossing with wt males). dpy-5 ceh-6/lin-28 hermaphrodites were identified and crossed with lin-28(n719) unc-29(e1072)/++ males. dpy-5 ceh-6/lin-28 unc-29 offspring were selected, and from these Lin-28 non-Recombinant offspring were collected. Ten recombinants were assayed by PCR for ceh-6 (mg60). Three were of genotype lin-28 ceh-6/lin-28 unc-29 and seven were of genotype lin-28/lin-28 unc-29. lin-28 ceh-6/lin-28 unc-29 hermaphrodites were passed through dauer and mated with dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072) males. From the resulting lin-28 ceh-6/dpy-5 unc-29 hermaphrodites, Dpy non-Recombinant were selected (approximately 60 independent recombinants). Each recombinant was crossed with lin-28/+ males to test for the absence of lin-28 linked to ceh-6, whose presence was checked by PCR. Two dpy-5 ceh-6/lin-28 lines were obtained. Single offspring of one of these lines was collected (about 100 lines), and examined for the absence of Dpy animals, which arise as recombinants. Several non-dpy-5 ceh-6/lin-28 hermaphrodites were crossed with dpy-5/unc-29 males and 20 single wt male progeny were then crossed to dpy-5/unc-29 hermaphrodites. Only crosses giving Dpy Unc males were used further: ceh-6/dpy-5 unc-29 males were backcrossed three more times to dpy-5/unc-29 hermaphrodites to give strain TB1 (ceh-6/mg60/dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072)).

Rescue of ceh-6 (mg60)
Transgenic lines carrying arrays of pTRB462 and rol-6 were crossed to TB1. About 100 rolling animals of the F2 generation were singled onto plates. One quarter of these we expected to be homozygous for ceh-6(mg60). Indeed, only 60% were either homozygous for wild-type or heterozygous. However, the picking was biased, as we could detect roller animals with variable abnormalities, which we specifically picked. Observed variable abnormalities were clear: small, and/or skinny appearance and defects in the tail area around the rectum, and some animals had an Egl phenotype. These animals produced few offspring, most of which died during embryogenesis. Seven lines carrying the control construct pTRB464 were examined, but did not show any rescue.
C. elegans POU-homeobox gene ceh-6

RESULTS

Structure of ceh-6

ceh-6 was identified by probing C. elegans genomic libraries with the highly degenerate oligonucleotides PRD-1 and PRD-2, which detect conserved amino acid positions in helix 3 of the homeodomain (Bürglin et al., 1989). ceh-6 is located in the middle of cosmid WWG8 on chromosome I (Fig. 1A). A ceh-6 cDNA was generated using PCR from total cDNA, and this cDNA was used to express recombinant CEH-6 protein. In addition, five distinct cDNAs were isolated from lgt11 libraries provided by P. Okkema. Based on these data, we find that ceh-6 has 6 exons and 5 introns (Fig. 1A). A 300 base long 3' untranslated region follows the coding region.
Blast searches revealed a *ceh-6* homolog on clone CB018A07 from the *C. briggsae* genome project (Genome Sequencing Center, personal communication). The *C. briggsae* gene has the same structure as the *C. elegans* gene. The major differences are in the length of intron 2 and intron 5, which are markedly smaller in *C. briggsae* (Fig. 1A). The large intron 1 is about the same size in *C. briggsae* and several small conserved sequence elements are present (data not shown), suggesting that regulatory elements are located in that intron. Sequence conservation is also found upstream of the predicted start methionine, as expected for regulatory regions, but no sequence conservation was found in the 3′ untranslated region (data not shown).

**ceh-6 orthologs and phylogenetic analysis**

The predicted amino acid sequence of CEH-6 is 380 amino acids, while that of the *C. briggsae* homolog is 384 residues (Fig. 1B). The *C. briggsae* gene is clearly the ortholog of *ceh-6*, because there is synteny of the ORFs upstream and downstream and the overall sequence identity between the two genes is 85%. Within the POU-specific domain they are 100% identical, and within the homeodomain they are 97% identical. This degree of similarity is in the appropriate range reported for other orthologs in *C. elegans* and *C. briggsae* (de Bono and Hodgkin, 1996; Robertson, 1998; Sluder et al., 1999). The major regions that differ are in a serine-rich stretch at the N terminus and in some patches in exon 2, which is upstream of the POU-specific domain.

The sequence identity in the conserved domains between *C. elegans* CEH-6 and *Drosophila* Cf1a/Dfr/Vvl, as well as between CEH-6 and mouse Brn1, is 93% (64/69) in the POU-specific domain and 75% (45/60) in the POU homeodomain. For comparison, the identity between fly Cf1a and mouse Brn1 is 97% (67/69) in the POU-specific domain, and 93% (56/60) in the homeodomain. However, outside the POU domain there

---

**Fig. 2.** Phylogenetic analysis of POU homeobox genes. The different classes are indicated on the right. Yellow indicates *C. elegans* genes, pink arthropod genes, blue vertebrates genes. Numbers at branch points indicate the confidence limits of 1000 bootstrap trials; numbers towards end branches (to the right) are not shown for clarity. Most sequences have been compiled previously (Bürglin, 1994; Spaniol et al., 1996). Additional sequences are from the following sources (Nakachi et al., 1997; Ono and Takayama, 1992; Saló et al., 1995; Seimiya et al., 1997; Sumiyama et al., 1996; Yamada et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 1996). *Drosophila* POU-VI gene Accession Number, AC006421; *Hs*, Homo sapiens; *Mm*, Mus musculus; *Rn*, Rattus norvegicus; *pig*, Sus scrofa; *Bt*, Bos taurus; *c*, Gallus gallus; *Xi*, Xenopus laevis; *zf*, Danio rerio; *Dt*, Dugesia tigrina (planaria); *Dj*, Dugesia japonica; *Bm*, Bombyx mori; *d*, Drosophila melanogaster; *Dv*, Drosophila virilis; *Af*, Artemia franciscana (shrimp); *Ac*, Anolis carolinensis; *Ok*, Oncorhynchus keta (salmon); *Om*, Oncorhynchus mykiss; *Ef*, Ephydatia fluviatilis (sponge). Many of the genes are known under multiple names, some synonyms for genes referred to in the figure are *Drosophila* pmd2D10Oct1DPOU19mubbing(nub); *Drosophila* pmd2D10Oct1DPOU28limiti-meri(miti); *Drosophila* Cfladrifter(dfdr)ventral veinless(vvl); vertebrate SCIPI/Txt1/0ct6/Otf6/Pou3f1; vertebrate I-POU/twin of I-POU(tI-POU) lAcy6.
is no significant sequence similarity between CEH-6 and POU-III proteins from other phyla.

Given that the complete C. elegans and Drosophila genomic sequences are now available, we performed a phylogenetic analysis to reassess the worm POU genes in the context of vertebrate and fly genes (Fig. 2). We used neighbor-joining over the complete POU domains of a representative set of POU homeobox genes. The analysis reveals most of the families of genes that have been defined previously (Bürglin, 1994; Spaniol et al., 1996). However, several new conclusions can be drawn. The C. elegans protein CEH-18, previously thought to form a novel family, clusters with the POU-II genes, i.e. the transcription factors Oct1 and Oct2. The highly divergent rat gene Sprm1 clusters with mouse Oct3/4, Zebrafish Pou2, which has been assigned to a new family (Spaniol et al., 1996), appears to belong to family POU-V. Family IV is a distinct subclass comprising Unc-86, Drosophila I-POU (recently shown to correspond to Acj6, Clyne et al., 1999), and the vertebrate Brn3 genes. The family POU-VI, defined by Brn5/mPOU genes, is now proven to be highly conserved, since an ortholog has been found in the Drosophila genome project. The POU-I family is presently only defined by vertebrate P1t1 genes. Two sponge POU homeobox genes (spou-1 and spou-2) appear to cluster with POU-I and POU-VI, respectively. Overall, most higher metazoan POU homeobox genes can be assigned to one of the six subclasses.

The phylogenetic and sequence analysis shows that ceh-6 is the ortholog of the vertebrate genes Brn1, Brn2, SCIP/Tst1/Oct6/Pou3f1 and Brn4, and the Drosophila gene Cfladftrvl1, since ceh-6 is the only POU-III gene in C. elegans.

Expression pattern of ceh-6

To examine the expression pattern of ceh-6, two independent approaches were taken using both anti-CEH-6 antibodies and reporter constructs. For antibodies, CEH-6 protein expressed in E. coli was used to raise rabbit antisera, which were affinity purified. For the gene fusions, a 11.5 kb NcoI fragment that extends from the NcoI site in the POU-specific domain towards the 5' region (Fig. 1A) was cloned into lacZ (clone LZ6-1) or green fluorescent protein (GFP) (clone GFP-6-1) expression vectors (see Materials and Methods).

Whole-mount immunolocalization of CEH-6 and analysis of ceh-6 gene fusions resulted in the following expression pattern. At the L1 larval stage CEH-6/ceh-6 is expressed in four pairs of bilaterally symmetric neurons in the lateral ring ganglion of the animal. These neurons are the RMDDL/R, RMDVL/R, AUAL/R and AVHL/R neurons (Fig. 3A-G). The expression in RMDD and RMDV is weaker than in AUA and AVH. ceh-6 is also expressed in the excretory cell, very strongly with the lacZ reporter construct but more weakly with the antibody, which is probably due to the large volume of the nucleus (Fig. 3A,F). Despite the nuclear localization signal in the lacZ construct, the β-galactosidase was occasionally expressed at such high levels that the excretory canals were also stained (Fig. 3F,G). Posterior to the excretory cell, the neurons SABVL/R in the retro-vascular ganglion express CEH-6/ceh-6 (Fig. 3A,F). Additional CEH-6-expressing cells in the body and tail were observed only with the antisera, indicating that the ceh-6 reporters may not contain all promoter elements. In the body region, expression was observed in dividing P.na cells in the ventral nerve cord in L1 animals (Fig. 3I,L). The P.na expression is transient, appearing before the cell division of Pn.a and fading in the daughter cells. During the cell division, CEH-6 is localized to the cytoplasm of the dividing cells (Fig. 3L). It appears that the posterior daughters lose CEH-6 before that of the anterior daughter, as seen in the anterior Pn.ap cells (Fig. 3J,L). In the tail, CEH-6 expression in L1 animals is seen around the rectum in the five rectal cells B, Y, U, F and K (Fig. 3H,I). After K has divided, only the rectal cell K.a expresses CEH-6, though expression during the division was not monitored. At the L2 stage, a sixth cell becomes apparent that, based on its position at the very bottom of the rectum, is deduced to be P12.pa. Head and rectal expression of CEH-6 persists into adulthood. In addition, in adult animals four symmetric CEH-6 expressing cells are seen around the vulva, possibly one set of the vul cells, though we did not determine their identity (data not shown).

During embryogenesis ceh-6 is expressed at the comma stage in two clusters: one cluster corresponds to the ectodermal cells surrounding the anus (B, Y, U, F and K), and the other cluster corresponded to the cells in the head described above, many of which are located relatively close to each other at that stage in development (Sulston et al., 1983; Fig. 3M,N).

Phenotypic defects of a ceh-6 gene disruption

To study the function of ceh-6, we disrupted the gene using Tc1 transposon-mediated deletion (Zwaal et al., 1993). We identified a 1.4 kb deletion in ceh-6 (Fig. 1B, see Materials and Methods). This ceh-6 allele (mg60) lacks exon 2, which encodes the N-terminal region of the highly conserved POU domain as well as other coding regions conserved between C. elegans and C. briggaeae. The other exons, including those encoding the homeodomain, are still present. The ceh-6 (mg60) transcript is predicted to splice from exon 1 to exon 3, which would cause a frameshift, resulting in a lack of both the POU-specific domain and the homeodomain. However, splicing from exon 1 to exon 4 cannot be excluded, and would result in a protein with a functional homeodomain that lacked a functional POU-specific domain. The POU-specific domain regulates DNA-binding specificity of POU proteins. Thus, ceh-6(mg60) is predicted to be a strong and perhaps a null allele. ceh-6(mg60) was backcrossed ten times, which included recombination with lin-28 to replace the chromosome arm to the left of ceh-6. This recombination also removes the mut-2 mutator locus that is located to the left of ceh-6 (J. Collins, personal communication).

The following phenotypes were observed in the backcrossed mutant: More than 80% of ceh-6(mg60) animals die during embryogenesis. These embryos died with variably disorganized and disrupted posterior regions. More detailed observation revealed that abnormal cell protrusions started to appear around the twofold stage of embryogenesis. For example, in one embryo a small protrusion of a few cells could be seen in the presumptive rectal area (Fig. 4A). After 30 minutes, the whole rectal region of the same embryo was a chaotic mass of loose cells (Fig. 4B,C). We investigated this further using a 4D microscopy system to record 3D stacks through time (Bürglin, 2000). In many embryos, cells start to extrude in the rectal area. The time point of the event varies: in one case, the tail area of the embryo started to swell at the late twofold stage until, after about 30 minutes, the first cells started to extrude in the rectal area (Fig. 4D). Another 30 minutes later, a large mass of cells had extruded, resulting in
similar phenomenon seems to occur in destroyed (Sulston et al., 1983; Priess and Hirsh, 1986). A embryos rupture at the point where the cells have been elongation, because cells ooze out through the missing area or
hypodermal cells and their precursors, as well as rectal cells when the hypodermal cells shape the worm. Laser ablation of are able to hatch have a less severe malformed rectal structures (Fig. 4E,F). A number of animals that the embryos hatch, but die soon afterwards with grossly late L1 larva.

6::gfp ceh-(L) CEH-6 expression in the ventral nerve cord at a stage slight prior in the cytoplasm in these cells. (K) DAPI of same animals as in J. plane shows the neurons RMDDL/R and A VHL/R, the excretory canals are stained from the pharyngeal lumen. (B) DAPI of A. (C) Dorsal focal plane; CEH-6 expression in RMDV and AUA. (E) Lateral view of CEH-6 expression. (F,G) ceh-6::lacZ expression in head region, two different focal planes are shown. Excretory canals are stained despite a nuclear localization signal; twisted appearance is due to the rol-6 marker used to generate transgenic animals. The dorsal focal plane shows the neurons RMDDL/R and AVHL/R, the excretory canals are also visible as twisting lines. The ventral focal plane shows RMDVL/R, AVHL/R, the excretory cell and canals, and SABVL/R. (H) CEH-6 expression in the rectal cells. (I) DAPI of same animal as in H. (J) CEH-6 expression in the ventral nerve cord. Transient expression is seen in the dividing Pn.a cells. Note that P1.1 a and P1.2 a are just undergoing cell division, CEH-6 is localized in the cytoplasm in these cells. (K) DAPI of same animals as in J. (L) CEH-6 expression in the ventral nerve cord at a stage slight prior to that in J; the posterior Pn.a cells have not yet divided. (M,N) ceh-6::gfp expression in the comma stage embryo, DIC (M), and fluorescent channel (N). Note that most cells that express ceh-6 in the head are localized where close to each other at that stage (arrows point to the clusters in the head region and the tail region). (O) Schematic summary overview of the ceh-6 expressing cells in a late L1 larva.

a totally disrupted posterior region (Fig. 4D). In some cases, the embryos hatch, but die soon afterwards with grossly malformed rectal areas (Fig. 4E,F). A number of animals that are able to hatch have a less severe malformed rectal structures (Fig. 4G).

During elongation at late stages of embryogenesis a strong pressure is exerted on the cells in the interior of the embryo when the hypodermal cells shape the worm. Laser ablation of hypodermal cells and their precursors, as well as rectal cells has shown that microsurgically treated embryos die during elongation, because cells ooze out through the missing area or embryos rupture at the point where the cells have been destroyed (Sulston et al., 1983; Priess and Hirsh, 1986). A similar phenomenon seems to occur in ceh-6(mg60) when the embryos rupture in the rectal region. In those instances, where the embryos and early larvae do not extrude cells but only show big enlargements of the posterior, the defects may be due to a lack of appropriate internal attachments of the rectal cells to their neighbors.

Those animals that are able to hatch have a variable penetrance of malformed rectal structures (Fig. 4G). Additionally, however, they start to develop vacuoles throughout the body area and move very little (Fig. 4H-J). We could observe the formation of vacuoles within 30 minutes of hatching. Most animals die heavily vacuolated during L1/L2, although some can persist as scrawny, clear animals for 1-2 days with variously detached tissues (Fig. 4I,J).

The most parsimonious explanation for the larval lethality is that ceh-6 is essential for the proper function of the excretory cell. Laser ablation of the excretory cell results in similar phenotypes, with accumulation of vacuoles and fluid, and lethality after about 5 days (Nelson and Riddle, 1984). Improper structure or function of the excretory cell might also prevent removal of toxic substances and would contribute to the lack of movement and general sickly appearance (M. Buechner, personal communication).

To demonstrate that the observed phenotypes are indeed due to ceh-6(mg60), we performed several rescue experiments. Cosmid WG8, which bears the complete ceh-6 gene, rescues the ceh-6(mg60) lethal phenotype. Fully viable lines could be maintained, although they always showed sick and clear animals, probably owing to mosaic or partial rescue. Clone pTRB462 (Fig. 1A) was used to generate transgenic lines that were crossed into ceh-6(mg60). These crossed arrays showed weaker rescuing activity. Many embryos showed rectal defects and many animals were sick and clear and had very low brood sizes. This may also be due to mosaic effects of the array. Control construct pTRB464 did not show any rescue.

Expression of the HOX cluster gene egl-5 in ceh-6(mg60)

The HOX cluster gene egl-5, a divergent homolog of the Drosophila gene Abdominal-B, acts and is expressed in the rectal cells, as well as in other cells in the tail of C. elegans (Chisholm, 1991; Wang et al., 1993). It is unlikely that EGL-5 regulates ceh-6, since egl-5 mutants have no lethal phenotype and the defects are mostly restricted to abnormal cell lineages during cell divisions in larval stages, in particular in males (Chisholm, 1991).

We used egl-5 as a marker for the rectal cells and tested whether CEH-6 regulates egl-5. An egl-5::gfp reporter construct was crossed into ceh-6(mg60)/dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e1072). Analysis of ceh-6(mg60) homozygous animals revealed that egl-5::gfp is still expressed in the rectal area in several cells. In embryos, the GFP-expressing cells were distributed over large regions in the disrupted rectal area (Fig. 5D-F), supporting the notion of a break-up in this area with a concomitant uncontrolled dispersal of the cells. The normally adjacent rectal cells (Wang et al., 1993, Fig. 5A,B) are widely separated, suggesting that they do not properly adhere to each other. Thus, ceh-6 may directly or indirectly control cell surface or cell adhesion molecules. These results also show that the cells are apparently still present and that ceh-6 is not required for the formation of the rectal cells, but is necessary for their proper differentiation.

From the egl-5::gfp analysis and the 4D data we conclude that ceh-6 affects the generation or the differentiation of the rectal cells B, F, Y and K, where ceh-6 is expressed. As a consequence, hypodermal cells and internal cells probably do not properly attach to the rectal cells. This leads to cell adhesion defects in the rectal area, resulting in either ruptured embryos, or gross abnormalities in the posterior of embryos and hatched L1 larvae.

Excretory canal defects

To examine the morphology of the excretory cell, a vha-1::gfp reporter construct was crossed into ceh-6(mg60). vha-1 encodes a proteolipid of the vacuolar-type H⁺-ATPase (Oka et al., 1997) and is expressed in the excretory cell (Fig. 5G,H).
Homozygous ceh-6(mg60) larvae were recognized by their aberrant rectal structures (Fig. 5I,L). In many GFP-positive ceh-6 mutant animals no excretory cell could be discerned in differential interference contrast (DIC), and no excretory cell with its canals could be seen using the vha-1::gfp reporter gene, although GFP is present in many vesicular type structures throughout the animal (data not shown). In some cases, the excretory cell could be clearly identified in DIC, and abnormally short and enlarged excretory canals were revealed with vha-1::gfp (Fig. 5J-M). These data show that ceh-6 gene activity is necessary for the differentiation of the excretory cell.

**DISCUSSION**

**Evolution of POU genes**

*C. elegans* has only three POU genes, *unc-86, ceh-6* and *ceh-18*. *ceh-18* is the ortholog of the fly *pdm* and vertebrate *Oct1/Oct2/Skn1* genes. *ceh-6* and *Cfla/dfr/vvl* can clearly be assigned to POU-III, and *unc-86* and *I-POU/Acj6* to POU-IV. The POU-VI family is also highly conserved in evolution from flies to vertebrates. Strikingly, no homolog for this gene seems to exist in *C. elegans*.

Two other families, POU-I and POU-V, are defined only by vertebrate genes so far. POU-V is a 'loose' group of divergent genes. For example, zebrafish *pou2* has been classified as a separate group (Spaniol et al., 1996). Two other divergent genes may belong to POU-V, *Sprm1* and *Oct3/4*, although in this analysis they do not cluster with the other POU-V genes. *Oct3/4* may be derived from the POU-III family, since *Oct3/4* and *ceh-6* share the same intron position in the homeodomain. The POU-I family has only a single member, *Pit1*, which plays a role in neuroendocrine development (Bodner et al., 1988; Ingraham et al., 1988). Given this specialized function...
and the single copy status, it is possible that Pit1 is a relatively recent divergent POU gene in vertebrate evolution. However, there are two POU genes from sponges, spou-1 and spou-2 (Seimiya et al., 1997). spou-1 clusters with the Pit1 genes, suggesting that this family could be ancient. spou-2 clusters with the POU-VI family. If these two POU families were truly that ancient, it would indicate that C. elegans has lost these genes. In absence of further data from sponges, one should remain cautious, as sponges may have a smaller complement of POU genes, and spou-1 and spou-2 could represent several POU families.

Members of the POU-III family have been isolated from many species, in particular from mammals (Brn1, Brn2, SCIP/Oct6/Tst1/Pou3f1, Brn4/RHS4), Xenopus (XP0U2, Brn4), zebrafish, insects, planaria. In mammals, the genomic structure has been determined, and it was found that no introns are present in the four POU-III genes (Hara et al., 1992). In contrast, five introns interrupt the open reading frame of ceh-6, two in the POU-specific domain and two in the homeodomain. One intron position in the homeodomain is in exactly the same place as in the mammalian Oct3/4 genes (Bürglin, 1995), thus this intron position may be ancient. The proposal by Hara et al. that the vertebrate POU-III genes arose by reverse transcription (Hara et al., 1992) seems unlikely, as the POU-III family is very ancient. The four POU-III subfamilies in vertebrates are most likely a result of the same polyploidisation events during vertebrate evolution that also gave rise to the four Hox clusters (Sharman and Holland, 1996).

**ceh-6 displays a complex expression pattern**

The expression pattern of ceh-6 is complex. It is expressed in a series of neurons in the ring ganglia, in the excretory cell, in dividing neuroblasts in the ventral cord and in the rectal cells (Fig. 3O). Furthermore, additional cells express ceh-6 in adult hermaphrodite and male animals (not shown). The ceh-6-expressing cells are neither related by cell lineage nor by function. The different cell types represented are motoneurons/interneurons (RMDD, RMDD), putative sensory neurons (AUA), interneurons (SABV), neuroblasts (Pn.a), epidermal cells (B, F, K, U, Y) and an osmoregulatory cell. In several instances, C. elegans expression differentiates subtypes of neurons. There are three pairs of neurons classified as RMD motoneurons: RMD, RMDD, RMDV. The RMDD and RMDV neurons are distinguished by CEH-6. Similarly, CEH-6 is expressed in the SABV neurons, but not in SABD neurons. The
transient expression in the dividing Pn.a cells of the ventral nerve cord is intriguing. Detailed studies of other homeobox genes, such as mab-5 and egl-5, have shown that precise control of expression in particular cell lineages is an important aspect of their function (Ferreira et al., 1999; Salser and Kenyon, 1996).

How is the complex expression pattern achieved? The ceh-6::lacZ reporter construct is only expressed in the head region and does not recapitulate the complete ceh-6 expression pattern. This suggests that the promoter of ceh-6 is large and complex. Such a complex promoter has also been observed in the case of unc-86 gene, the C. elegans POU-IV homeobox gene (Baumeister et al., 1996). A further suggestion how the expression pattern is set up comes from the expression during embryogenesis. At the late comma stage, the ceh-6 expressing cells in the tail (the rectal cells) and the cells in the head form a relatively compact cluster in the head and tail, respectively (Fig. 3N). It is, thus, feasible that these two groups of cells might respond to external local signals or to localized determinants in these areas of the embryo. However, a detailed study of the dynamics of ceh-6 expression during embryogenesis is needed to resolve this issue.

While in other organisms overlapping gene expression between different POU families has been observed, we do not see any overlapping expression between unc-86, ceh-6 and ceh-18. It suggests that the most basic function of the POU homeobox genes is to specify distinct neuronal and epidermal cell types during development.

Evolutionary considerations about POU-III genes in the nervous system

ceh-6 is expressed in many different neuronal cell types. This is comparable with POU-III genes in Drosophila and vertebrates. In these organisms, the genes Brn1, Brn2, SCIP and Brn4 are also expressed in many different tissue types in the brain (see Alvarez-Bolando et al., 1995, Hauptmann and Gerster, 2000). Owing to the complexity of the vertebrate brain, it is difficult to make direct comparisons to the precisely defined neurons in C. elegans, but it seems clear that the vertebrate orthologs are expressed in some of the same different types of neurons, i.e. motoneurons, sensory neurons and interneurons. Furthermore, in vertebrates, expression is observed in the spinal cord, a structure for which there is more and more evidence to indicate that it corresponds to the ventral cord in flies and nematodes (Arendt and Nübler-Jung, 1997; Arendt and Nübler-Jung, 1999; De Robertis, 1997). Both, ceh-6 and dfvr/vvl are expressed in the ventral cord, while several of the vertebrate POU-III genes are expressed in the developing neural tube and the spinal cord (Ryan and Rosenfeld, 1997). ceh-6 is transiently expressed in the ventral cord, and, for example, the vertebrate factor SCIP has also been shown to be transiently expressed in Schwann cells of the PNS (Monuki et al., 1990). Although we did not examine the phenotypes of ceh-6(mg60) in the nervous system, due to the early defects, we nevertheless suspect that ceh-6 plays an important role in that system, like its cousin, unc-86.

Involvement of POU-III genes in the epidermal cells

The studies in Drosophila of dfvr/vvl have mainly focused on the role in the developing tracheal system, since, similar to C. elegans, the mutants did not live long enough to examine the nervous system defects. dfvr/vvl plays an important role during the development of the trachea, in particular for the differentiation and migration of these cells, and thus it might directly or indirectly regulate cell surface molecules (Anderson et al., 1995; de Celis et al., 1995). dfvr/vvl is also expressed in the Filzkörper, the area where the tracheal system attaches to the cuticle in the rectal area of the fly. Our data suggest that ceh-6 is required for the proper differentiation of the rectal cells, and that it may directly or indirectly regulate cell surface molecules. Further, ceh-6 seems to regulate the outgrowth of the excretory canals. Thus, ceh-6 may regulate the same types of molecules in epithelial cells that are regulated by dfvr/vvl. In vertebrates, POU-III genes have also been implicated in regulating cell surface molecules. For example, Brn2 directly regulates the expression of the cell surface adhesion molecule Po (He et al., 1991). In addition, Oct6 has been shown to be expressed in the epidermis, as well as other squamous epithelia (Faus et al., 1994, Andersen et al., 1997). Thus, expression in subsets of epithelial cells appears to be another conserved feature of POU-III homeobox genes.

The excretory system, an evolutionary conserved system?

ceh-6 is expressed in the excretory cell and the morphology of this cell is abnormal in ceh-6 mutants. Thus, ceh-6 is essential for the proper function of this cell. In vertebrates, the POU-III gene Brn2 plays a key role for the development and survival of the endocrine hypothalamus and posterior pituitary gland, as demonstrated by knockout mutations (Nakai et al., 1995; Schonemann et al., 1995). It is not required for the initial development, but rather for the differentiation of many neurosecretory neurons in this system. One of the molecules secreted by the endocrine system is vasopressin, a molecule that regulates the permeability of the kidney tubules for water. Another POU-III gene, Brn1, is expressed in kidney tubules (He et al., 1989). The kidney performs the function of osmoregulation in vertebrates; thus, despite the more complex organization of the osmoregulatory system in vertebrates, it is under the control of the vertebrate ceh-6 orthologs. In the brine shrimp Artemia franciscana the single POU-III gene APH-1 is expressed in the salt gland, which is necessary for osmoregulation (Chavez, et al., 1999). Another gland system, where a POU-III gene is expressed, is the silk gland in Bombyx mori (Fukuta et al., 1993), although this system is probably not related to osmoregulation.

Nothing is known about the evolution of secretory/osmoregulatory systems as no fossil records exist. We suggest that one of the roles of the POU-III class genes is in secretory/osmoregulatory systems and that this function is conserved in evolution. Additional support for the conserved nature of such a system stems from the observation that a LIM homeobox plays a role in the excretory system in C. elegans and humans. The C. elegans LIM homeobox gene lim-6 is expressed in the excretory glands, which are associated with the excretory cell (Hobert et al., 1999), while mutations in the human ortholog LMX1B cause renal displasia (Dreyer et al., 1998). Other systems conserved in evolution have been described before. For example, the many eye types found in the different animal phyla have an underlying common molecular mechanism in the form of the Pax6 gene (Callaerts et al., 1997; Quiring et al., 1994). Similarly, it seems logical to
assume that an osmoregulatory/excretory system has developed only once during metazoan evolution.
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